Questions
Chapter 5
Four Millennial Views

1. What is the purpose for this chapter?
2. The issue is not so much about what we believe regarding timing but about what?
3. Why should we not allow differing views about the future create division in the Body
of Christ?
4. List Four General Views?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5. The issue of millennial views revolves around the timing of ____________
____________ as it relates to the ______________ - __________ year period spoken of
in Revelation Chapter Twenty.
6. Premillennialists expect a ________________ period of 1000 years on this earth when
Christ will establish His Kingdom and rule the planet.
7. Postmillennialists and Amillennialists _______________ the 1000-year period and see
it as a symbolic reference to an ___________________ period of time which started at
Christ's first coming and is taking place now.
8. Instead of the term "Amillennial," some use the term _________________
millennium.
9. In the postmillennial view, the authority Christians have been given to make disciples
of the nations will result in increasing influence until all the nations and their civil
governments are "Christianized," ushering in a golden age operating under
_____________ _______.
10. What is a key difference between the two premillennial views that has a significant
part to play in establishing the Kingdom Paradigm?

11. In the Historic view the second coming of Christ happens in __________ stage and
the Church does not _______________ the planet at Christ's coming.
12. True or False. The early Christians saw themselves as pioneers starting a new
religion separate from the old.
13. What culture may have provided the roots for the allegorical interpretation of the
millennial kingdom of God?
14. Why did Constantine seek to strip everything Jewish out of the early church?

15. What was taking place in the Nicean Council through the denial of Jewish practice in
the Church?

16. Write out the paradigm builder.

